International Banks - the “Protection Rackets”
Protection rackets - we've all heard of them. The idea conjures up stereotypical
Hollywood images of Carmine and Luigi arriving at some new small business
premise, informing the hard working owner that if he pays their "organization" a
certain small "insurance" fees each month, that his new business will not be
broken into or robbed. Carmine speaks, Luigi just nods and grunts, but the
message is clear.
The scared businessman knows better than to say that he hasn't been broken
into or robbed so far, or that he'll think about it and let them know later. 'Cause if
he does do, that's when Luigi pulls out the base ball bat and threatens to
destroy his premises, or maybe even part of him. And if at sometime in the
future, he misses an "insurance" payment regardless of cause, he probably will
get robbed and most likely beaten nearly to death.
It’s called the "protection rackets", and it’s operated by organized criminals often
referred to as mafia.
But what about banks? Would you believe that banks, particularly the
international banks like the IMF, World Bank, but also the large domestic central
banks like the Federal Reserve, Bank of Canada, Bank of England, Deutsche
Bank, etc., all share in the operation of huge international protection rackets.
Unlike the mob, they don't just control individual people or businesses via their
threats, these banks actually dictate political and domestic debt policy to entire
nations, one dictator/government at a time.
Instead of threatening to rob them or to break their legs, they threaten war, or
military intervention, or UN trade sanctions, or at a minimum, they threaten to
cause economic collapse or civil rebellion, bordering on war. In some of the
more allegedly civilized countries - those boasting of their "democratic" or
"capitalist" freedoms, they may not threaten war or some of these more serious
interventions, but they'll go to great lengths to cause civil "unrest", leading to
protests and civil disobedience revolving around "economic instability", like they
have recently in Greece.
They make it very clear to governing officials that if those officials make sure
that their country continues to "borrow" substantial amounts from their "banks",
and also continues to maintain very large debt balances owing to their "banks",
that their "organization" will see to it that their country remains "economically

stable". Often these offers of protection are made on behalf of the banksters to
the country in question through the UN.
This is not conspiracy theory, nor is wild conjecture. This is fact and easily
substantiated by anyone with sufficient blood flowing to their brain and to their
fingertips to enable a few simple internet searches. Okay, you may have to
actually think, as opposed to just believe everything mainstream media claims,
but it’s not a big stretch, really.
Check the media archives and history records for Argentina, Venezuela, the
many African countries that have been at war, and of course all of the middle
eastern countries like Syria, Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, etc. and you will find
many things in common. Yes, even the alleged crisis in Greece or Spain or
Ireland, each stem directly from threats made by the IMF.
Check the facts closely, the IMF threatened the Greeks regarding their alleged
debt, by making up all kinds of crap about their "unstable economy", “poor
productivity” levels, and their imminent default, or incapacity to repay the huge
alleged debt balance, long before any of the Greek citizens took to the streets
protesting government cut-backs and austerity programs.
And guess what the Euro-Zone countries, supported by the UN and of course,
by the IMF, decided could be the only possible solution to resolve the neardefaulting - obviously over-extended “credit” of the Greeks? Naturally the IMF
would have to bail them out by pretending to “loan” them yet another $170 or so
Billion dollars.
Now the media. Ask one simple question. If EVERY country in the entire world
is heavily in debt to the banksters, what did the banksters produce that was so
profitable they could enable them to fund all of these loans - to everyone? Any
thinking man or woman knows the banksters have never produced anything even the cost of the printing presses and the paper and ink they use to print the
otherwise no-cost money, is paid for by governments who collected it as taxes
from the people.
Yet the media, through all of its highly educated eejits disguised as reporters,
will never cease to report on the current international debt crisis and resulting
austerity-tax-enslavement programs, as if the phony debt crisis or any aspect of
the alleged debt, is actually real. (If you don't believe that EVERY country in the world is
in debt to the same group of banksters disguised as lenders, check out the "World Debt"
attachment.)

The banksters are organized criminals operating the world's largest protection
rackets. To prove it to yourself, simply investigate any or all of these topics:
Check the IMF and or World Bank archived (publicly available) annual reports of
debt owed by country, and notice in the year just prior to "trouble" in Argentina,
Venezuela, the many African countries that have been at war, and of course all
of the middle eastern countries like Syria, Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, that
each of these nations had either substantially paid down their debts to
international banksters, and or stopped an otherwise repetitive borrowing cycle
from them. Greece, Spain, Portugal, and Ireland all decided (independently) that
because they could, they wanted to start decreasing their IMF debt, rather than
continuing with the previously ever-increasing debt formula designed and put
into practice for them by the IMF.
Ironic how confused these government officials must be about their own
accounting. Thankfully the IMF is never confused about simple accounting
matters. To them, it simply does not matter what your books say. It only matters
that you borrow more money from them, even when your books say you don't
need to. Remember Carmine and Luigi? Pay for protection you don't need
unless you stop paying? Or in this case, pay for protection by borrowing money
you don't need unless you stop borrowing. I wonder whose idea it was first who came first, the mafia or the banks? Give a point to the mafia if they were
first. But maybe give a point to the mafia if the bank was first, because at least
the mafia figured out what the banks were doing so they could copy it before the
rest of us figured out anything.
Countries like Ireland, Spain and Greece determined they had the capacity to
reduce their debt, then they simply announced that plan, hoping this form of
planned reduction/relief from taxes would make their citizens happy. But before
the citizens had time to eat supper, let alone time to understand what debt
reduction actually would mean to them, the immediate response by the IMF,
which of course took major precedence in all of their puppet media, was to
threaten to call their existing loans, to have their credit ratings dropped and to
start all kinds of malicious and fictitious rumours about the countries' inability to
be sufficiently productive to meet its obligations. Apparently the IMF has allseeing power and knowledge that these government administrators don't have
access to about their very own fiscal policies.
Check the UN archives for printed and video evidence in the year just prior to
"trouble" in these same countries, and take notice of the standing of their
governments and leaders in the UN. You will see that while the country was in
debt or in a heavy borrowing mode, the governments and their subsequently

alleged dictators were all highly regarded and in good standing with the UN yes, even Khadafy. However, as each of these same countries reduced its debt
or announced its intention to borrow less, their government and particularly their
leaders, became increasingly labelled as non-democratic, cruel dictators,
human rights violators, and just plain bad guys.
Now check all kinds of archived news, UN meetings, and other media records,
for each of these same countries, and you will find that the various wars, civil
rebellions, etc., were all alleged to have been started by the poor citizens in
response to the cruel dictator and his minority loyalist supporters from within his
own military, over some form of human rights violation, or over being just plain
tired of being bullied about. Check deeper and you also will find in every
instance, evidence that foreign mercenaries were involved according to the
alleged dictators. Ironically, even the mass media reports evidence of these
foreign mercenaries involved in each instance - but they simply pass it off as
merely coincidental and unworthy of much comment, or worse, they make up
the big lie that the mercenaries must have been hired by the big bad dictator to
fight against his own people - oh well, really, I thought he already had his evil
army on his side - apparently if it is said quickly enough, the eejits disguised as
citizens won't figure out that mistake of speech made by the eejits disguised as
reporters (- the reporters must believe it, because they used it several times).
Now check the UN archives for printed and video evidence in the year, or period
just AFTER the "trouble" in these same countries came to resolution, and take
notice of the standing of their newly appointed/formed provisional governments
and interim leaders in the UN. You will see that in each country, once most of
the infrastructure was demolished from the war and or from the civil
rebellion/riots, there suddenly appeared an interim leader and or a provisional
government that was willing to bring an end to all of the fighting - how you ask?
Simple. All they had to do was agree to stop the fighting and agree to borrow
another even huger amount from the banksters to rebuild their now destroyed
infrastructure. In the allegedly "free" democracies like Ireland or Greece, the
bad press and rumours stop only when it looks like the current government is
willing to cave in regarding - you guessed it, borrowing more money from the
IMF. It’s probably just a coincidence.
Amazingly, the UN forces were eager to cease firing in each of the war torn
counties and to withdraw their troops in each instance just as soon as the
announcement was made to borrow more money from the IMF to rebuild. The
UN never once announced a withdrawal of troops based on the actual peace
resulting from any of dozens of real cease fires that were announced, or upon a
new leader's promise to continue to stop fighting (this is when those ever-elusive

foreign mercenaries always seemed to crop up). More amazingly, often these new

interim leaders, who were suddenly reported around the world as being such
peace-seeking good guys, were only months prior, reported by the same media
as being the big bad generals and big bad leaders of the supposed evil
dictator's loyalist armies! Maybe there is a clue in that - obviously, at least
according to the media, you can't be a good guy and be debt free or borrowing
less than the IMF wants you to. Only bad guys are debt free and get away with
borrowing less. Maybe that's just another coincidence, who knows?
You've heard the expression; "there's profit in war", well there is! Billions of
dollars worth of no-cost printed money that magically turns into restoration loans
(that cost nothing) that require billions of dollars worth of your very real
productivity to be fraudulently converted into taxes, for the re-payment of their
phony loans, all of which is 100% pure profit which these same gangster
banksters manipulated us to borrow in the first place! These wars are not fought
over political ideologies, or because of human rights violations, or because of oil
reserves. These media bandied reasons are really just the banksters
smokescreens.
The banksters manipulate all or any of these reasons so you won't recognize
the only true reason for war - for all war - profit from restoration loans. The
banksters want more profit. More profit starts immediately upon more loans
being made. Sure the companies involved in restoration efforts make millions,
and they should they actually do the restoration work. But the banksters make
hundreds and hundreds of BILLIONS - they make 100% of ALL of the
restoration costs plus interest - and they don't even have to do any of the
restoration work! They just had to manipulate the people to cause the war.
So what does this mean for North Americans? Thankfully for Canadians it
means that since we are currently perceived as being in a huge debt to the
banksters, and our elected eejits disguised as politicians fully intend to keep us
in this massive imaginary debt, and equally as unfortunately, a majority of our
eejits disguised as citizens actually believes we are in debt, we are under no
immediate threat of being forced into a war, civil disobedience or even of being
accused of having a poor economy - amazing how only the strong economies in
the world are in huge debts? For the US it is similar, but just to make sure, they
invented a huge mortgage and loan crisis, so they could force the country to
borrow another 3 or 4 trillion via the bank bailout scam.
Anyone with even a small brain, can figure out that when the banksters (Federal
Reserve) printed this 3 or 4 trillion worth of money, then handed it over to the
domestic banks as so-called "bail out" money for the phony mortgage crisis,

with instructions to "LOAN" it out to the citizens at interest, well, the banks just
made a profit of that same 3 or 4 trillion plus interest. Nice racket if you can get
into it. (Yes, the "recent" aspect of the mortgage crisis is phony - if you believe that banks
just recently started to commit fraud, you need to be measured for the rubber suit! Their
entire business IS fraud, and always has been. What else can you call selling no-cost money
at face value plus interest?)

The simple minded, obviously programmable mass media have made a huge
fuss about the paltry 3 or 4 trillion dollars phony bail-out of the fictional US
mortgage crisis, but none of these alleged reporters has had the balls to openly
report the over 16 trillion US dollars that these same banksters have admitted to
printing and giving freely to their various banking friends around the world.
When the down-trodden masses are forced to pay back the 3 or 4 trillion the
banks printed at our expense - the media reports it as if it were almost the fault
of the down-trodden masses for not having been productive enough. Yet when
the absolute-zero producing banksters simply give away over 16 trillion dollars
to their banking friends (the Carmines and Luigis of international banking), the media is
either stupefied or just plain stupid.
And as far as banksters are concerned, it seems perfectly obvious they all
realize that money really costs nothing to create, hence it makes a wonderful
gift for their friends. Why else would they give their bankstering buddies over 16
trillion? You or I print one single home made five dollar bill and we will be
arrested, charged with counterfeiting, and imprisoned. Banks print money every
day - and we not only have to pay them the cost of printing it, we actually have
to pay 100% of it all back to them plus interest - because every single dollars
worth that they print, they print it for the single purpose of loaning it into
circulation. Maybe Lincoln and Kennedy did have a good idea - we the people
should be printing our own money, not hiring it out to private companies? The
threat to actually do that got them both assassinated, but it may otherwise have
been a good thought. Below are 2 links that clearly demonstrate that the
banksters play favourites among themselves - at our expense, mind you:
Anonymous:
http://www.unelected.org:80/audit-of-the-federal-reserve-reveals-16-trillion-insecret-bailouts
Bernie Sanders, Senator Vermont:
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/news/?id=9e2a4ea8-6e73-4be2a753-62060dcbb3c3
And most importantly, please share this information with other normal people.
Normal people can actually comprehend this and normal people must be shown

these truths so that they can take some normal steps to stop this madness.
Banksters are not just gangsters going around foreclosing on normal people's
homes. They are not just turning zero-cost paper and electronic public ledger
entries into vast private fortunes. They are not just fraudulently converting over
100% of the value of your productivity into their absolute and sole, private
benefit.
They are playing much bigger games with us. They are toying with us at the
international level. They are operating the world's largest protection racket.
At their whim, they force governments to enslave us to higher and higher
taxation in order to pay for the ever increasing amounts of no-cost money they
demand we "borrow" from them, even, and particularly when we don't need it,
failing which, we risk a media bash over our failing and unstable economy, or
maybe economic collapse, or civil disobedience or even going to war - history
speaks clearly - every country that has challenged them has been manipulated
in just such a manner.
Our hope to achieve individual and lasting freedom does not rest in "fixing" local
governments, or in "fixing" what we may perceive as wrong within local
judiciaries - that's only a small but good start. Our local governments, politicians,
lawyers, judges, etc., are also woefully ignorant of the truth and are being used
as pawns in the much bigger protection racket scheme by the banksters.
Please do your best to investigate these things, to ensure to the full satisfaction
of yourself - by yourself, then share your awareness of this with others, to get
this simple truth to people and organizations that can actually help make a
difference. If you have contacts with major blogs, or with any freedom oriented
group, even like the "Occupy" movement for example - they also need to know.
We need everyone to help with this, literally from the ground up.
We hope you experience the full peace and joy of this most wonderful day our
Father has blessed us with!

